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YTONC3LA 

Many Discounted Animals 

DISCOUNTED PRICING AVAILABLE AS ANIMALS ARE AVAILABLE 

Hunt with the best and don’t worry about the rest, we have it all from Hogs, Turkey and Doves to 

Blacktail Deer, Elk and Buffalo along with everything in between. I apologize that we book up so quickly 

and many times we have deer hunt booked out a year in advance, but we do offer a $ 200 security deposit 

that confirms that you will hunt blacktail next year, but if there is a cancellation you are the first one to be 

offered that hunt. We have multiple ranches that allow us the luxury to manage each ranch to a different 

level of quality and type of game animals.  

Featuring over 250,000 acres of prime hunting ground where you can choose from California wild pig 

hunts, California buffalo hunts, water buffalo hunts, exotics, California deer hunts, Aoudad hunts, 

pheasant and chukar hunts, upland game hunts, turkey and varmint hunts.  Hunt with us on the Central 



Coast of California and we guarantee you'll be back for more. We have multiple properties to offer. Some 

habitat is better for one animal than another so we have multiple properties in the state of California for 

you to hunt on that provide the best habitat in the state for the game you are after. Where are these 

properties located? All I can say is that they are all in the wonderful state of California, and visit, bring 

you rifle or shotgun and I will show you the time of your life. The California hunt is on! 

It has been effective since July 1, 2008, the California Fish and Game Commission modified the methods 

of take to prohibit the use of projectiles containing lead when hunting big game and nongame species in 

an area designated as the California condor range. For a list of certified nonlead ammunition, click here. 

https://www.wildlife.ca.gov/Hunting/Nonlead-Ammunition/Certified 

We have some ammunition for sale check before you come. We have a rifle range and even running 

targets to brush up your shooting skills. 

We also have the Private Land Hunt available with a limited number available. As you can see we have 

multiple options for the California hunter that like to hunt and take something home which taking 

something home is not that common in other parts of California anymore because of the extreme hunting 

pressure on public land from hunting. I assure you with s you will be hunting private land, that is 

managed to produce balanced healthy herd and flocks of game and birds. 

 

Deer Hunts 

Deer licenses for here in Zone A are over the counter, no draws or nightmares like that. This is a great 

hunt with 250,000 acres on ranch and all private property you are in for the hunt of your life with lodging 

available to everyone. This is not a high fence; it is a wide open free range hunt that you will remember 

for the rest of your life.  These deer are blacktail deer known for their cunning, good eye sight and 

fabulous hearing. Those ears are not just for show, they really work, very well mind you. 

If you're interested in a quality deer hunt, we have what you're looking for. With expert guides and over 

60,000 acres of exceptional blacktail hunting ground, you will find your game. Our guides live for deer 

season. They spend months scouting and pattering bucks, assuring that they'll put your on the buck you're 

after. Deer hunts are limited. Book as soon as possible we book lightly to be assured that we continue to 

provide the quality blacktail that we are known to produce. 

Buck Hunt-Select ranches: $ 4500 Discounted to only $2,895 per person  
Buck Hunt-Premier Ranches: limited-call for pricing and availability.  
Current hunting license required is an A Zone deer tag. We require a 243 or larger caliber rifle. 
Up to two days of hunting by foot or truck/off road vehicle, field dressing of game and complimentary 
delivery to local butcher. You’re lodging and meals are included with your hunt. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Tule Elk 
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California Prized Tule Elk 
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For those going after their elk Grand Slam your slam can’t be complete without this unique Grand elk. 

This is the one that 99% of the Grand Slammer don’t have which just gives them a slam. Any Tule Elk is a 

trophy but in 2017 we took a 308-inch gross  bull, which is considered huge in the Tule Elk world. I can’t 

promise that size, but we will promise to put you on the biggest bull possible at a fair shooting range.  

Tule Elk Hunts are very limited but for 2018 I have 1 or 2 hunts scheduled that I can get Discount prices, 

The normal prices for these hunts is over $ 22,000.  

I can get 1 or 2 for the discounted price of only $ 17950. It requires a deposit of 50% to book with the 

balance due 45 days before your hunt. A special off is to lock it in with only $1000 down if put down in 

2017. The balance of the deposit isn’t due until January 1st. The security deposit and the hunt deposit 

are both non-refundable. 

You can hunt and shoot a Tule Bull with us without the necessity of drawing a California Tule Elk license. 

In addition to our PLM program, we also partner with private land owners within the La Panza zone 

area. Clients who drew a state tag within the La Panza zone can book a hunt on private land with us as 

well. Call for pricing since we have multiple ranches we work with. Many times, the Hunting License  is 

what prevents most elk hunters from hunting their prized Tuley. We make the dream a memory to 

remember and to ad to you big Game and Elk collection. 



Each morning you will have breakfast then head out in a 4x4 vehicle for the elk.   The private ranch you 

will be hunting is well known to your guide, probably better than their own back yard.  

You will be riding and glassing the southern California hills looking for these beauties. First light you will 

be checking the food sources, open or small meadows with grass that is still green or forbes growing at 

the edges of these meadows, they will then bed down where they have thermal temperature control. If 

it is a chilly morning they will bed where the sun can hit them and warm there heat absorbent outer 

hide and collect Chlorophyll for their bodies to produce vitamin C. Of course, radian California sun can 

add 10 degrees to the “felt” temperature. 

If it is windy they will look for a place to bed out of the wind again temperature control, and so they can 

better hear approaching danger. Wind also acts as a coolant to the air on the elk. I may be 30 degrees 

but with wind chill it feels like 20 degrees. 

If they are spooky they will head for thicker cover where their ears and nose give them the advantage. 

Here they can be difficult to locate and pattern because without our advantage of binoculars we are 

limited in out locating elk strength with binoculars. 

These early hunts will be warm and with the hide of elk being so warm most days they will head for 

shade for the day.  

In the afternoon after digesting what they ate for breakfast and the warm temperatures they will head 

for water directly or quickly feed that way. This is a good place for an afternoon ambush. Your guide 

knows all the water sources. Their favorites are water sources in cover because they feel threatened 

when drinking. If there are no water sources with cover they will go where ever they can get water it is a 

must. The movement also enhances your ability to locate them. A search of the ground around the 

water holes will show if it is an active water source and if they used it the prior afternoon. If they did and 

have not been disturbed they will be there the next day. Elk drink 10-15 gallons of water per day. This 

includes always in the afternoon and on hot days they will hit the water hole before bedding for the day. 

 

The time of the year is important because while the velvet is still on the rule is they will be in bachelor 

herds, after the velvet comes off in September they will be splitting up and building harems. 

At the water holes and places, you see tracks you can tell the bachelor herds of bull from the cows and 

calves. The bull herd tracks will all be around the same size, mature elk. If it is a cow calf herd you will 

see full size mature cow tracks but watch for the telltale small tracks of the calves. The cow calf herds 

always drink in the morning and afternoon at least because of the smaller food and water capacity of 

the calves. 

Your guide with his knowledge of the habitat and pre-scouting will be able to hone these areas and 

times to a finer point but these are good rules to hunt by. 



Of course, we are hunting in a lead-free bullet zone so your ammunition must be lead free.  For the first 

time, we will even do these hunts when the velvet is full on the antlers and not pealing so that your 

trophy’s antlers will be in full velvet which is an even better trophy very seldom seen in the trophy Tuley 

Elk trophies.  

The Guide will field dress and skin your elk then we have a complimentary delivery to a local butcher. 

The is a hunt that if fully guided, 1 on 1 guide with hunter along with meals and lodging included for up 

to 5 days. You will be hunting early in the 2018 Season and be able to hunt August and September when 

the bulls and their antlers in velvet are at their prime. If you do want one without velvet we can hunt 

September after it has been rubbed off the antlers. 

The tule elk is a subspecies of elk found only in California, ranging from the grasslands and marshlands 

of the Central Valley to the grassy hills on the coast. The bulls average 440 – 550 pounds, while the cows 

are 370 – 430 pounds. The Tule is considered the smallest of the wapiti in North America, the tule elk 

were the dominant large ungulate in California prior to the arrival of the Spanish. 

The elk subspecies that we recognize today are the Rocky Mountain elk, Roosevelt elk, Tule elk and the 

lesser followed Manitoban elk, of Canada. The two others are the Eastern elk, and the Merriam's elk in 

Mississippi and Southwest United States which are now extinct. 

Conservation and herd management along with disease studies on elk have made the herds much 

stronger today with the population of Rocky Mountain Elk being over 450,000 in Colorado alone. 
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Aoudad Hunts 

Come hunt Free Range Aoudad on the Central Coast of California. The free ranging herds thrive in the 

coastal mountain ranges. This is our most scenic hunt with views overlooking the ocean, a hunt you will 

remember for its beauty and the pursuit of the rugged magnificent animal that can adapt to places that few 

will tread. This hunt will be an experience that you will never forget. Only a limited number of hunts are 

sold, so be sure to reserve your spot today! 

Ram Hunt: $ 5500 Discounted to only $3995 per person  
Ewe Hunt: $ 4000 Discounted to only $2495 per person  
Non Hunter Guest: $150 per guest 
Rifle of .270 or bigger 
No tag required 
Aoudad hunts include up to two days of hunting by foot or truck/off road vehicle, field dressing of game 

and complimentary delivery to a local butcher. The aoudads are a free ranging herd that moves along the 

coastal ranches, so they come and go very quickly. Hunters who are interested in an aoudad hunt would 

go on a call list and would be called when they are on the ranch. Due to the movement of the herd, often 

there is a 1-2 day notice for the hunt. The hunt is worth the short notice and the aoudads are in very high 

demand. Aoudad hunts operate year-round. Lodging and meals are not included. See "Lodging" for 

accommodations. 



-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

California Wild Pig Hunts 

 

We offer a free-range pig hunt with access to 21 different ranches and over 250,000 acres of private 
land. With so many properties we move the hunting pressure to where the hogs are the most plentiful 
They varying terrain includes brushy canyons, rolling grain fields, open flats and oak hillsides. The wild 
pigs are plentiful and are prime meat pigs due to the various food sources in the area. An average pig 
weighs 150 lbs. Our two-day wild pig hunt is up to two days of hunting, but due to the large pig 
numbers, as well as the experience and knowledge of our guides, a lot of our hunts are concluded on the 
first day. Our success rate is 98%. Practice shooting, shoot clean, shoot well, and enjoy your hunt.  
The big pigs are great for mounts the smaller ones are for roasting in your back yard with friends going 
over your hunting experience. 
 
Pig Hunt (up to 2 days):$ 1500 discounted to only  $695 per person  
Non Hunter Guest: $150 per guest 
Good hiking boots and comfortable clothing 
.243 or larger 
Current hunting license 
Current pig tag 
Lead free bullets 
Wild pig hunts operate year round 
2 Hunter minimum or two animal minimum 
 
A wild pig hunt includes up to two days of hunting either by foot or by truck/off road vehicle, field 

dressing and skinning of game, and complimentary delivery to a local butcher and/or taxidermist if 

requested. The hunt includes the opportunity to harvest one pig. If a hunter would like an additional pig 

and has an additional tag, an additional $750 hunt fee will apply.   

Lodging and meals are not included. See "Lodging" for accommodations. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

European & Russian Boar Hunts 

We are now offering European and Russian pig hunts. Whether you're getting your first big game or 
looking for that one of a kind trophy, this is an opportunity of a lifetime. The hunts take place on our 
1,000 acre game ranch against a backdrop of rugged terrain, boulders, brush and natural water sources. 
We have a select number of trophy boars each year, so don't miss out! Only the best boars make the cut 
to be available for this hunt.  
 
European/Russian Meat Pig Hunt: $ 1500 Discounted to only $695 per person  
European/Russian Trophy Hunt: $1000-$1500 per person, depending on size  
Non Hunter Guest: $150 per guest 
Good hiking boots and comfortable clothing 
.243 or bigger 
Lead free bullets 



No license or tag required 
European/Russian Pig Hunts operate year round. 
2 Hunter minimum or two animal minimum 
 
A European/Russian pig hunt includes up to two days of hunting either by foot or by truck/off road 
vehicle, field dressing and skinning of game and complimentary delivery to a local butcher and/or 
taxidermist if requested. The hunt includes the opportunity to harvest one pig. If a hunter would like an 
additional pig, an additional hunt fee will apply. The European/Russian pigs are high quality meat pigs 
weighing on average 150 lbs. Trophy pigs weigh 250+ lbs and are classed and priced based on weight 
and tooth length. These animals are judged in the field by glassing. 
 
Lodging and meals are not included. See "Lodging" for accommodations. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Buffalo Hunts 

Capture a part of the American West and join for your hunt of a lifetime. The buffalo are a free roaming 

herd on thousands of acres of open rolling hills. This is an exciting hunt in a beautiful area. All buffalo 

make great European or shoulder mounts and the winter months make beautiful hides. The buffalo meat is 

one of the healthiest meats and is very good eating in every way. Trophy bulls have a high chance to 

score SCI. 

Mature Cow Buffalo Hunt: $ 4600 Discounted to only $2795  
Trophy Bull Buffalo Hunt: $3500-$6,500 depending on size  
Non Hunter Guest: $150 per guest 
Good Hiking boots and comfortable clothing 
.270 or bigger 
Lead free ammo 
No license or tag required 
Buffalo hunts operate year round 
 
A buffalo hunt includes up to two days of hunting, field dressing and skinning of game, and 
complimentary delivery to a local butcher and/or taxidermist if requested. Most of our hunts are 
concluded on the first day. The best time to come for shoulder mounts and hides is the first of 
November through the first of March. The meat is good year round. The buffalo on the ranch weigh 
between 700 and 2,000 lbs. The trophy bulls are classed and priced based on age, weight, and horn size. 
These animals are judged in the field by glossing. The expected meat yield from a buffalo will vary with 
the age and weight, amount of finish, and the way that the carcass is cut up. Average yield ranges from 
20-40% of the live weight, but can vary. The yield is much better than that of any other animal even 
todays beef. 
 
Lodging and meals are not included. See "Lodging" for accommodations. 
 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Water Buffalo Hunts 



Come experience a new side of exotic hunts and redefine big game hunting. The Asian Water Buffalo is a 
massive animal with great mount potential. The meat is lean and healthy and makes great steaks like 
our Bison or Buffalo that is so popular for mounting and eating. The skull and hide is very desirable as 
well.  This rare animal would make a great addition to any game room. The water buffalo roam a 
massive landscape of rolling grasslands with native shrubs and natural water sources. 
 
Mature Cow Water Buffalo Hunt: $ 4500 Discounted t only $2,795  
Trophy Bull Water Buffalo Hunt: $3,500-$6,500, depending on size  
Non Hunter Guest: $150 per guest 
Good hiking boots and comfortable clothing 
.270 or bigger 
Lead free ammo 
No license or tag required 
Water buffalo hunts operate year round 

Our water buffalo hunts include up to two days of hunting, field dressing and skinning of game, and 
complimentary delivery to local butcher and/or taxidermist if requested. Many of our hunts are 
concluded on the first day. The trophy bulls are classed and priced based on age, weight, and horn size.  
 
Lodging and meals are not included. See "Lodging" for accommodations. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Exotic Hunts 
 
Whether you're a novice hunter getting your first exotic animal or an experienced hunter, we offer the 
total exotic hunting experience. Our exotic hunts are held on our 1,000 acre game ranch. Over 10 exotic 
species roam a rugged landscape. The ranch has two natural streams, deep canyons and is covered with 
brush and boulders. This hunt will take you miles away from society. 
 
Respectable Ram Hunt:$ 1200 Discounted to only $595 per ram, per person  
Four Horn or Trophy Ram Hunt: $750-$1500, per person, depending on size  
Prices are per hunter 
Non Hunter Guest: $150 per guest 
Good hiking boots and comfortable clothing 
.243 or bigger for the exotics 
Lead free ammo 
No hunting license required 
Exotic hunts operate year round. 
2 Hunter minimum or two animal minimum 
Our exotic hunts include up to two days of hunting, field dressing and skinning of game, and 
complimentary delivery to local butcher and/or taxidermist if requested. A respectable shooter ram is a 
mountable ram with quality horns. Trophy rams and four horns are classed and priced based on the 
width, mass and length of horns as well as the number of curls. These animals are judged in the field by 
glassing.   
 
Lodging and meals are not included. See "Lodging" for accommodations.  
 
 



----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Turkey Hunts 

We offer several thousand acres of prime turkey ground in San Luis Obispo, Monterey, and Fresno 

Counties. We had a 100% success rate, all high quality birds. We use calling and spot and stalk methods. 

Our guides are calling experts and will get you on the bird you've been waiting for. Come talk turkey with 

us. 

Approximate Season Dates: 
Fall Season Generally: November 12 - December 11 
Spring Season Generally: March 25 - April 30 
Additional Junior: March 18 - 19, 2017 & May 1 - 14 
Turkey Hunt:$ 1250 Discounted to only $695 per person  
Non Hunter Guest: $150 per guest 
Good hiking boots and comfortable clothing 
Current hunting license 
Upland game stamp 
2 Hunter minimum or two animal minimum 
A turkey hunt include up to two days of hunting by foot or out of a hunting blind, field dressing of game 

and complimentary delivery to local butcher. 

Non-lead shot is required for wild turkeys statewide. For more information, please see the CDFW non-

lead ammunition page. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Upland Game Birds 
 
We offer dove and quail hunts. Brush, oaks, grain fields and ponds make prime habitat for upland game. 
Both dove and quail hunts are exciting hunts. There is plenty of cover and they feed on the grain and 
alfalfa fields. The ranch has breathtaking views and you are sure to find your game. 
 
Season date are approximate: 
Quail: Oct 15, - Jan 29,  
 
Dove: Sep 1 - 15; Nov 12 - Dec 26, 
 
Quail/Dove:$ 600 Discounted to only  $295 Per Hunter Per Day or Daily Limit  
Non-Hunter Guest: $150 per guests  
Good hiking boots and comfortable clothing 
Current hunting license 
Upland game stamp 
2 Hunter minimum or two animal minimums. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Varmints Hunts 
 



Come with us where you will find plenty of coyotes and squirrels. Coyote hunts are done with a spot and 
stock or calling method. The rolling grasslands offer prime habitat for coyotes and squirrels. You will 
have access to 25,000 acres so bring plenty of ammo. This is a great way to sharpen up you hunting skills 
and shooting skills for deer or elk. 
 
$ 500 Discounted to only $295 Per Hunter Per Day  
Non-Hunter Guest: $150 per guest 
Good hiking boots and comfortable clothing 
Current hunting license 
Lead free bullets 
The varmint hunt is a guided hunt by foot or by truck and provides access to the property. 
Varmint hunts operate year round 
2 Hunter minimum or two animal minimums. 
Effective July 1, 2008, the California Fish and Game Commission modified the methods of take to 
prohibit the use of projectiles containing lead when hunting big game and nongame species in an area 
designated as the California condor range. 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Bobcat Hunts 
 
We are now offering bobcat hunts on a 50,000-acre ranch in the county. The ranch is loaded with 
bobcats, we hunt using the spot and stalk or calling method. While we did not hunt them last season, we 
did see in the upwards of 80 bobcats. Contact us today to reserve your spot since we only take a limited 
number of bobcat hunters per year. We have a thriving population, but want to keep the age and quality 
high for great spotted cat trophies. 
 
Approximate season dates: 
October 15, 2016 - February 28, 2017 
 
Limit: 5 bobcats per season (either sex) by hunt tag only 
 
Bobcat Hunt: $1,250 per person  
Guest: $150 per guest 
Good hiking boots and comfortable clothing 
.223 caliber rifle is great for these sneaky cats. 
Current hunting license 
Current tag 
Lead free bullets 
Effective July 1, 2008, the California Fish and Game Commission modified the methods of take to 
prohibit the use of projectiles containing lead when hunting big game and nongame species in an area 
designated as the California condor range. 
 
We are in the condor range and lead free ammo is required 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Specials 
 



If you like to hunt here are some specials that we try to have available most of the year. If not available a 
deposit will put you on the list to be contacted within a couple of months or less when the hunting is the 
best.  
 
Pig Hunt/Half-Day Coyote - $ 2500 Discount to only $995 
 
European Meat Pig/Respectable Ram - $ 2900 Discounted to only $1,295 
 
European Meat Pig/Turkey Combo -  $ 2900 Discounted to only $1,395 
 
Respectable Ram/Cow Buffalo - $ 4500 Discounted to only $3,2955 
 
European Pig/Cow Buffalo - $ 4900 Discounted to only $3,495 
 
Grand Slam (Respectable Ram, Cow Buffalo, Euro Meat Pig Combo) -$ 5500 Discounted to only $3,895 
 

Our special combination hunts are a fantastic way to expand your hunting experience and get more game 

at a reduced price. Hunters enjoy the combination hunts because this type of hunt allows for an 

opportunity to access several ranches and hunt various species. Whether you are looking for multiple 

trophy mounts or a freezer full of meat, the combination hunts are sure to please. 

 

 

 

Greg Merriam 

The Hunting Consultant with Hunting Connections 

President of Outfitters Return Clientele.com 

Senior Hunt Locator & Hunt Planner 

1 Shot Antelope Club 

Outfitter & Hunter Coordination’s 

Master Hunt Broker 

600 Long Ranges NRA 

Master Land Owner Voucher Broker 

Mule Deer Foundation 

Discounted Hunts LLC 

Outdoor Writers LLC 

Western State Draw Consultant 

Pro-Staff Dead Down Wind Scent Products 

Pro-Staff Benchmaster Shooting Accuracy Products     

1204 Button Rock Drive   

Longmont, Co 80504 

303-776-7528 Voice 

303-746-1214 Cell Phone 



  An American Company and Proud of it 

Email:  DeerElkBear@Gmail.com 

Web Page:   http://www.discountedhunts.net 
 

 
Utube:  https://youtu.be/8RzuAV0cMZ4 
Skype: DiscountedHunts             
We provide hunts averaging 10% to 45% off available just ask we build hundreds 
of happy hunters in 28 states and Canada every year with Elk, Whitetail Deer, 
Mule Deer, Bear, Moose, sheep, exotics, and even hogs. All hunts subject to 
license availability and on a first come first serve basis.    
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